MANIFESTO

I, Mohini Rathi (14B030027), contesting for the post of Cultural Councilor of Hostel 10, if elected, will fulfill my basic duties with full enthusiasm and consolidate H10’s GC participation. I commit to fulfill the following

INITIATIVES & FOLLOW UPS

- Propose the concept of ‘Making of GC’ video for high preparation GCs highlighting the efforts of all participants
- Organize a book donation drive for collection of books mainly from passing out hostelites for updation of hostel library
- Plan a ‘Treasure Hunt’ mainly for new entrants of the hostel to increase interaction with the seniors and other hostel members
- Promote non performing art GCs by showcasing the entries in common areas
- Start culture of movie and match screening in mess in coordination with sports council
- Push to reinitiate the culture of hostel trip to increase interaction between hostel inmates
- Start a facebook group for Literary arts and activate other hostel groups
- Create a Film and Media YouTube Channel for the hostel and ensure proper updation of it
- Organize Group Discussion and Fundae session in co-ordination with Lit & Debate secretaries

RESOURCES & INFRASTRUCTURE

- Push for setting up a dance room on ground floor of the old building
- Buy/restore cultural inventories like makeup kit, screen, microphones, digital camera, speakers, amplifier cables and SD card
- Initiate a proper issuing system for all hostel resources with the help of cultural secretaries
- Push for the installment of hostel name board
- Ensure regular updation of photo gallery with pictures from recent cultural activities in the hostel as well as GCs

CULTURAL GCs

- Ensure proper acknowledgement of winners/participants through appreciative posts on hostel boards/social groups
- Ensure that the cultural database is properly updated and segregated genre wise
- Ensure proper slotting of council for High Prep GCs for equal work distribution between different secretaries
- Ensure that rules for all the GCs are properly conveyed and implemented

HOSTEL EVENTS

- Ensure that all the important festivals like Independence Day, Republic Day, Holi, Diwali, Ganesh Chaturthi, Janmashtmi, Dussehra, Lohri, Eid, Christmas, etc are celebrated with full enthusiasm
- Organize Hostel Weekend and Tea Party along with informal activities in co-ordination with other council members
- Continue the trend of Hostel fest to foster enthusiasm especially among sophomores & PGs
- Ensure proper publicity and execution of all festivals to increase the participation
AS A COUNCIL MEMBER
- Increasing accountability of cultural secretaries through regular meetings (two per month) and proper responsibility allocation
- Improve the transparency by keeping the hostel well informed of the Cultural Community decisions and ensure proper updation of minutes of hostel cultural meets on hostel group
- Ensure participation of cultural secretaries in other hostel GCs and extend full support to hostel council
- Ensure that all complaints and suggestions are publicized along with their explanations and the cultural council follows the ABM and GBM suggestions properly

PAF
- Ensure that the PAF OCs are decided before the PAF team formation meet and all the other incharges are made in time
- Ensure flex/soft wood collection after MI, Techfest and ESummit.
- Extend my full support and co-ordination to the PAF team to ensure smooth organization of PAF

VALFI/AWARD CEREMONY
- Ensure the proper organization of the award ceremony
- Ensure that all the requirements for Valfi and Award Ceremony are made well in time

MISCELLANEOUS
- Organize Election and Hostel orientation session for new entrants of the hostel
- Maintain an organized collection of results, photos and videos of hostel cultural activities and GCs
- Ensure timely design, publicity and order of Hostel T-shirt by the Design and PFA secretaries
- Ensure that the Cultural Calendar is put up every month containing information about all the upcoming cultural events
- Ensure that the ‘Look Back Video’ is made and publicized at the end of each semester
- Ensure participation of the hostel in all Sophie Leagues
- Motivate sophomores to interact with freshmen during the time of Freshiezza

CREDENTIALS
- Performed in the winning play of Main Dramatics General Championship  (2014)
- Secured 3rd position for MonoActing in Freshiezza  (2014)
- Received Special Mention for Improvisational Comedy in Freshiezza  (2014)
- Selected as a finalist in Garment Designing competition in St. Xavier’s College  (2014)
- Bagged 5th position in Main Dramatics General Championship  (2015)
- Coordinator Mood Indigo  (2015)